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QUESTION 1

A company faces issues with their production system. The broker is throwing intermittent errors significantly affecting
the business. The administrator is asked to raise a Problem Management Record (PMR) for the issue. What should be
the severity of PMR raised by the administrator? 

A. Severity 1 

B. Severity 2 

C. Severity 3 

D. Severity 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator creates a broker BRK on AIX. The administrator is notified that an execution group is repeatedly
crashing while processing messages. The administrator decides to view the contents of the abend files to find out more
details about the errors. Where are the abend files located? 

A. /var/adm 

B. /var/mqsi/BRK/errors 

C. /var/mqsi/common/errors 

D. /var/mqsi/components/BRK/errors 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has configured a security policy to use LDAP. When issuing the mqsicreateconfigurableservice
command, what MUST the administrator do with the LDAP URL? 

A. Use a fully qualified domain name. 

B. Use an IP address instead of a domain name. 

C. Enclose all values with spaces in double quotes. 

D. Enclose the URL in backslash-escaped double quotes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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An administrator needs to gather a detailed user level trace to diagnose an issue with a flow F1 in execution group EG1
on broker MB7BROKER. The flow has trace nodes included that will write data to the usertrace, but they are disabled by
default. The administrator enables user trace in WebSphere Message Broker Explorer. What command does the
administrator then run? 

A. mqsichangetrace MB7BROKER -u -e EG1 -f F1 

B. mqsichangetrace MB7BROKER -t -e EG1 -f F1 

C. mqsichangetrace MB7BROKER -u -e EG1 -l debug 

D. mqsichangetrace MB7BROKER -n on -e EG1 -f F1 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has been asked to apply measures to increase throughput of one of the flows that processes
messages to meet additional demands. The administrator does a quick check of the various system resources and
notices that overall cpu and memory utilization is well within the limits but the size of the execution group is on the
higher side. Which one of the following options does the administrator need to apply to increase the throughput? 

A. Increase the stack size of the execution group. 

B. Increase the JVM Heap Size of the execution group. 

C. Deploy another instance of the flow in a newly created execution group. 

D. Change the additional instances parameter to 20 in the broker archive file and deploy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

A message flow in the development environment is promoted into the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) environment.
Before deployment, an administrator needs to make changes to the data source used by the message flow in the BAR
file. What command does the administrator need to run? 

A. mqsichangebroker 

B. mqsichangeflowstats 

C. mqsiapplybaroverride 

D. mqsichangeproperties 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator has created a broker with its default parameter values. It is required that security be enabled for this
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broker to control which developers will have the ability to Start, Stop and Deploy to an execution group. What steps
should the administrator take to activate the broker administration security before granting and revoking authority for
requests? 

A. Run mqsichangebroker command and specify the broker with -s active parameter, then stop and restart the broker. 

B. Run mqsichangebroker command and specify the broker with -s enabled parameter, then stop and restart the
broker. 

C. Stop the broker, run mqsichangebroker command and specify the broker with -s active parameter and restart the
broker. 

D. Stop the broker, run mqsichangebroker command and specify the broker with -a active parameter and restart the
broker. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator needs to configure the broker to withstand software or hardware failures when working with SAP.
WebSphere Message Broker V7.0 provides specific functionality to move the Transaction ID (TID) store to a remote
queue manager which can be shared between two brokers. To avoid a single point of failure what MUST the
administrator do to mitigate this risk using high availability? 

A. Use a third queue manager on a remote network server (stand-alone). 

B. Use a third queue manager clustered with the two broker queue managers. 

C. Use a third queue manager distributed with two network servers using multi-instancing (active/passive). 

D. Use a third and fourth queue manager with MQ clustering on two network servers (active/active). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A company needs to charge the customer based on the usage of its particular message flow on a broker. How can the
administrator implement this? 

A. Enable application logging. 

B. Ask the customer for their usage report on a weekly basis. 

C. Use accounting and statistics from the broker. 

D. Use a network gateway to assemble statistics on usage by customer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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A company has a broker environment where message flows belonging to a specific business unit were connecting to an
LDAP Server LDAP1 using anonymous bind for authorization. Later the company asks the administrator to extend the
broker environment to another business unit that had their own LDAP Server LDAP2. The administrator runs the
following command to achieve this: mqsisetdbparms -n ldap::LDAP -u username -p password The administrator is then
notified that the message flows that were using LDAP Server LDAP1 started throwing errors. What should the
administrator do to resolve the problem? 

A. Restart the LDAP Server LDAP1. 

B. Run the command mqsireloadsecurity 

C. Run the command mqsisetdbparms -n ldap::LDAP1 -u anonymous -p password 

D. Delete the entry for ldap::LDAP and use the command mqsicreateconfigurableservice to specify LDAP2 username
and password. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator has been notified that a new flow has to be deployed in production and needs to be configured for high
throughput. The MQ messages that would get processed are of less than 1K in size, non-persistent and independent of
each other. Which option can the administrator apply to increase throughput with the least administrative overhead? 

A. Create a new broker that would process messages exclusively for this queue. 

B. Create two new execution groups and deploy the flow in each of the execution group. 

C. Change the Additional Instances parameter to 300 in the broker archive file and deploy. 

D. Increase the commit count to 20 and Additional Instances parameter to 20 in the broker archive file and deploy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator notices that one of the execution groups throws an \\'Out of Memory\\' error while processing
messages of size greater than 4MB. On a detailed analysis, the administrator notices that a new flow has been
deployed in the execution group that has around 20 nodes but a lot of them are user defined nodes. What action should
the administrator take to resolve this problem? 

A. Increase the memory of the system. 

B. Increase the stack size of the execution group. 

C. Increase the JVM heap size of the execution group. 

D. Deploy the flow causing the issue in a new execution group. 

Correct Answer: C 
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